Quenched autoligation probes.
Methods are described for preparation and use of quenched autoligation (QUAL) probes. These modified oligonucleotide fluorescent probes can be used to detect DNA and RNA in solution, on solid surfaces, and in fixed and living bacterial and human cells. They are quenched probes, and thus provide a "lighting up" signal in a single step, without removing unbound or unreacted probes from the analyte. QUAL probe signals can be detected by fluorescence spectrometer, fluorescence microscope, or flow cytometry. These probes can distinguish between very small variations, including single nucleotide differences, in nucleic acid targets. The described method includes a description of how to prepare the needed dabsyl quencher linker, how to prepare the QUAL probes by DNA synthesizer, and how to employ them in detecting nucleic acids in solution and in detecting RNAs in bacterial and human cells.